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Tutankhamun's Tomb 2006 this richly illustrated book of vintage photographs
commemorates one of the most memorable episodes in the history of archaeology
the discovery and exploration in 1922 of the tomb of the ancient egyptian
pharaoh tutankhamun dynasty 18 ruled ca 1336 1327 b c these photographs
documenting every stage in the process of discovery were taken by the
renowned archaeological photographer harry burton burton was a staff member
of the metropolitan museum egyptian expedition when he was lent to howard
carter the famed excavator of tutankhamun s tomb from the rock cut steps
leading down to the entrance passage to the opening of the sealed chambers
inside to the first view of the contents of the tomb and the removal of the
objects burton s beautiful black and white photographs show thousands of the
richly made and decorated objects found in the tomb carefully reproduced from
burton s original prints the photographs are accompanied by new descriptive
text written by two prominent egyptologists with extensive knowledge of the
history of tutankhamun and the contents of his tomb
The Discovery of Tutankhamun's Tomb (Illustrated Edition) 2023-12-11 through
this fascinating story we experience the adventure the painstaking work the
magic the excitement and the awe through the eyes of the tomb raider himself
archaeologist howard carter this book tells the story of one of the greatest
archeological discoveries ever the discovery of the intact tomb of the 18th
dynasty pharaoh tutankhamun colloquially known as king tut and the boy king
in november 1922
Tutankhamun and the Tomb That Changed the World 2022 brier illustrated the
wide ranging impact that the discovery of tutankhamun s tomb has had since
its opening in 1922 it has influenced egyptian politics raised great sums of
monies for museums around the world and started endless debates on
tutankhamun s life as a warrior the cause of his death and more adapted from
jacket
Inside the Tomb of Tutankhamun 2005 discusses how the pharaoh tutankhamun
became famous after his remains were found by archeologists
Tutankhamun's Funeral 2010 in 1907 more than a decade before the discovery of
tutankhamun s tomb archaeologistsunearthed remains from the mummification and
funeral of the pharaoh who ruled ancient egypt in the 14th century b c now in
the collection of the metropolitan museum of art these materials provide
physical evidence of burial rites of the now legendary king who is making
headlines once again after new scientific investigations to determine the
cause of his early death tutankhamun s funeral includes a classic text
written in1941 by herbert e winlock one of the early 20th century s leading
egyptologists featuring in depth analysis of the objects and their
significance in addition anintroduction and appendix by dorothea arnold
update the findings with recent scholarship the book isillustrated throughout
with new color photography as well as many historical images and drawings
The Tomb of Tutankhamun: Volume 1 2014-10-23 the discovery of the resting
place of the great egyptian king tutankhamun tut ankh amen in november 1922
by howard carter and the fifth earl of carnarvon was the greatest
archaeological find the world had ever seen despite its plundering by thieves
in antiquity the burial of the king lay intact with its nest of coffins and
funerary shrines surrounded by a mass of burial equipment arranged in three
peripheral chambers published in 1923 this is the first volume of carter s
trilogy describing the years of frustration in search of the burial site the
triumph of its eventual discovery and the long painstaking process of
exploring and cataloguing its treasures containing over 100 images from the
site itself this volume also includes carter s short article the tomb of the
bird which inadvertently spawned the legend of the great curse of tutankhamun
s tomb
In Search of Tutankhamun 1999 describes the discovery of the tomb of the
egyptian king tutankhamun and what it revealed about everyday life in his
time
Tutankhamun, His Tomb and Its Treasures 1976 beautiful color photos of the



breathtaking tomb of tutankhamun and the magnificent objects buried with the
young pharoah
The Curse of King Tut's Tomb 2014-12-15 when archaeologist howard carter saw
gold gleaming in a dark chamber he excavated in egypt in 1922 he knew he had
found the pharaoh tutankhamun s tomb people around the world eagerly read
newspaper accounts of the discovery yet the story had a dark side numerous
deaths connected to the find prompted rumors of a curse throughout the pages
of this captivating tale readers will play the roles of egyptologist
historian and detective as they examine the facts of the curious events
surrounding the excavation of king tut s tomb
The Story of Tutankhamun 2020-06-25 nominated for the cilip carnegie kate
greenaway children s book awards 2018 uncover the true story of an egyptian
king and the 20th century explorer who found him ideal for readers aged 7
discover the troubles tutankhamun faced as a young king his untimely death
and his legacy which lay hidden for centuries pore over his treasures learn
the steps of mummification and see tutankhamun s fascinating story bought to
life travel through history with howard carter on his quest to uncover
tutankhamun s hidden tomb his incredible discovery and our continued hunt to
understand and unearth the riches of ancient egyptian life prepare to be
amazed as you uncover the story of the most famous boy king and a world
changing discovery this captivating retelling brings to life a truly
fascinating period of history in a big beautiful book full of illustrations
maps inventories graphic novel storyboards and more
The Legend of Tutankhamun 2018-09-06 a young king a lost tomb and a treasure
trove of unimaginable splendour the legend of tutankhamun is a sumptuous
visual retelling of the story of one of the most well known egyptian pharaohs
more than 3 000 years ago a young boy became king in ancient egypt and his
life death and final resting place is something that has fascinated people
ever since readers are taken on a dramatic journey from the deserts of
ancient egypt to the excavation of tutankhamun s tomb and the artefacts on
show today as the pages turn you can witness the passing of a great king his
tomb being lost to the sand dunes and its thrilling rediscovery powerful and
vivid illustrations by james weston lewis bring the history discovery and
treasures of this young boy and his reign to life
Iron from Tutankhamun's Tomb 2022-06-14 a comprehensive study of the iron
objects found in tutankhamun s tomb that include daggers quivers arrows and
an elaborately decorated bow case a century after howard carter and lord
carnarvon s sensational discovery in 1922 of the virtually intact tomb of
tutankhamun in the valley of the kings the boy king and his treasures
continue to fascinate people all over the world although nearly 5 400 objects
accompanied the young pharaoh on his journey to the afterlife many of them
have not been investigated in detail iron from tutankhamun s tomb analyzes
iron artifacts from the tomb in depth for the first time this group consists
of small iron chisels set into wooden handles an eye of horus amulet a
miniature headrest and the blade of a richly decorated golden dagger the most
important of these were placed in close proximity to the king s mummy
emphasizing the high value attributed to this rare material in late bronze
age egypt a time when iron smelting was not yet known in the land of the nile
written by a research team of archaeologists scientists and conservators this
comprehensive study explores in fascinating detail the context and meaning of
these artifacts while establishing for the first time that tutankhamun s iron
came from meteorites they complete their examination with the results of
chemical analyses offering in the process a rich overall understanding of
iron and its significance in ancient egypt
Tutankhamun's Trumpet: Ancient Egypt in 100 Objects from the Boy-King's Tomb
2022-11-01 marking the one hundredth anniversary of the discovery of
tutankhamun s magnificent tomb its incredible treasures are revealed as never
before in 1922 after fifteen years of searching archaeologists finally
discovered the tomb of king tutankhamun there buried alongside the king s



mummy they found more than 5 000 unique objects from the mundane to the
extravagant from the precious to the everyday tutankhamun s spectacular gold
mask is justifiably famous but the rest of the treasures remain largely
unknown their stories untold in this rich and beautifully illustrated work of
history renowned egyptologist toby wilkinson allows one hundred artifacts
from the boy king s tomb to speak again not only for themselves but as
witnesses of the civilization that created them a gold decorated chariot
reveals the impressive scale of egyptian technology loaves of bread baskets
of fruit and jars of wine hint at the fertility of the nile valley and the
abundant feasts enjoyed by its people ebony and ivory from nubia and a jewel
of libyan desert glass show the range of egypt s trading and diplomatic
networks shaving equipment and board games provide a window into the everyday
lives of the people and perhaps most poignant of all the objects in the tomb
is one that conjures up a lost world of human experience tutankhamun s silver
trumpet through these treasures wilkinson bring us face to face with the
culture of the pharaohs its extraordinary development its remarkable
flourishing and its lasting impact filled with surprising insights and vivid
details tutankhamun s trumpet offers an indelible portrait of the history
people and legacy of ancient egypt
The Tomb of Tutankhamun: Volume 2 2014-10-23 the discovery of the resting
place of the great egyptian pharaoh tutankhamun tut ankh amen in november
1922 by howard carter and the fifth earl of carnarvon was the greatest
archaeological find the world had ever seen despite its plundering by thieves
in antiquity the burial of the king lay intact with its nest of coffins and
funerary shrines surrounded by a mass of burial equipment arranged in three
peripheral chambers following on from the first volume s account of the
search for and initial discovery of the team in the second volume howard
carter recounts the discovery of the king s burial chamber the breakthrough
to the four protective shrines the revelation of the quartz sandstone
sarcophagus the king s three coffins his own of pure gold and the bejewelled
mummy of the pharaoh himself now available in the bloomsbury revelations
series the book includes over 150 photographs of the treasures that lay
within the great burial chamber of tutankhamun
The Collector's Daughter 2021-09-07 bestselling author gill paul returns with
a brilliant novel about lady evelyn herbert the woman who took the very first
step into the tomb of pharaoh tutankhamun and who lived in the real downton
abbey highclere castle and the long after effects of the curse of pharaohs
lady evelyn herbert was the daughter of the earl of carnarvon brought up in
stunning highclere castle popular and pretty she seemed destined for a
prestigious marriage but she had other ideas instead she left behind the
world of society balls and chaperones to travel to the egyptian desert where
she hoped to become a lady archaeologist working alongside her father and
howard carter in the hunt for an undisturbed tomb in november 1922 their
dreams came true when they discovered the burial place of tutankhamun packed
full of gold and unimaginable riches and she was the first person to crawl
inside for three thousand years she called it the greatest moment of her life
but soon afterwards everything changed with a string of tragedies that left
her world a darker sadder place newspapers claimed it was the curse of
tutankhamun but howard carter said no rational person would entertain such
nonsense yet fifty years later when an egyptian academic came asking
questions about what really happened in the tomb it unleashed a new chain of
events that seemed to threaten the happiness eve had finally found
Legacy of Tutankhamun 2008 the spectacular treasures from the tomb of
tutankhamun have been admired by millions of visitors to museum exhibitions
around the world this book places these masterpieces in the context of
egyptian art history in this book the author shed the light on the history
the art and the aton religion in egypt during the period proceeding the reign
of tutankhamun as well as the impressive discovery of his tomb this work
offers a historical symbolic and artistic study covering a considerable



number of artifacts and masterpieces from the collection of tutankhamun the
child king
Tutankhamun 2002 part history part detective story this book recounts the
brief life and reign of the boy pharaoh tutankhamun
The Tomb of Tutankhamun 2016 provides a brief history of the ancient egyptian
civilization and discusses the discovery of tutankhamun s tomb
King Tutankhamun 2018-08-28 the ultimate book on king tut and his tomb the
most exciting archaeological find the world has ever known now in a compact
edition the tomb of tutankhamun with its breathtaking treasures remains the
most sensational archaeological find of all time this brilliantly illustrated
volume takes the reader through tutankhamun s tomb room by room in the order
that it was discovered and excavated by howard carter illuminating the tomb s
most magnificent artifacts and objects leading authority dr zahi hawass
imbues the text with his own inimitable flavor imagining how the uncovering
and opening of the tomb must have felt for carter while sandro vannini s
extraordinary photographs reproduce the objects in infinitesimal detail now
available in a compact edition and published to coincide with a global
touring exhibition that begins in los angeles in march 2018 and ends at the
metropolitan museum of art in new york in 2023 this sumptuous volume is the
definitive record of tutankhamun s legacy
the golden age of tutankhamun 2004 tutankhamun has fascinated the world ever
since howard carter s spectacular discovery of his treasure filled tomb in
the valley of the kings in 1922 egypt s leading egyptologist zahi hawass here
tells the story of this golden king a short lived pharaoh who came to the
throne of egypt as a child and died before the age of twenty and of the royal
dynasty that bred him the reader meets tutankhamun s grandparents the sun
king amenhotep iii and his beautiful wife tiye as well as the boy king s
heretic father akhenaten his stepmother neferiti and his half sisters the sun
kissed princesses of amarna tutankhamun lived and died during one of the most
fascinating periods in egyptian history this book provides a window into this
extraordinary time of turmoil and treasure the golden age of tutankhamun is
illustrated primarily with photographs of objects from the traveling exhibit
tutankhamun and the golden beyond treasures from the valley of the kings
which takes objects from cairo s egyptian museum collections to switzerland
and japan many of these photographs were taken by national geographic
photographer kenneth garrett supplemented by archival photographs from the
era of the tomb s discovery a fascinating period of transition in archaeology
as much as politics between the age of colonialism and the dawn of egyptian
nationalism book jacket
I Was There… Tutankhamun's Tomb 2015-01-01 i was there tutankhamun s tomb
tells the thrilling story of a young egyptian boy assisting howard carter s
team of archaeologists in 1922 as they make a life changing discovery in the
valley of the kings readers aged 7 will love this vivid first hand account of
a child s experience of one of history s most exciting archaeological finds
Tut's Deadly Tomb 2010-08-01 featuring a then and now section of information
this book describes the illnesses and deaths of people who had entered king
tut s tomb in 1922
Tutankhamun's Trumpet 2022-05-12 beautifully written sumptuously illustrated
constantly fascinating the times on 26 november 1922 howard carter first
peered into the newly opened tomb of an ancient egyptian boy king when asked
if he could see anything he replied yes yes wonderful things in tutankhamun s
trumpet acclaimed egyptologist toby wilkinson takes a unique approach to that
tomb and its contents instead of concentrating on the oft told story of the
discovery or speculating on the brief life and politically fractious reign of
the boy king wilkinson takes the objects buried with him as the source
material for a wide ranging detailed portrait of ancient egypt its geography
history culture and legacy one hundred artefacts from the tomb arranged in
ten thematic groups are allowed to speak again not only for themselves but as
witnesses of the civilization that created them never before have the



treasures of tutankhamun been analysed and presented for what they can tell
us about ancient egyptian culture its development its remarkable flourishing
and its lasting impact filled with surprising insights unusual details vivid
descriptions and above all remarkable objects tutankhamun s trumpet will
appeal to all lovers of history archaeology art and culture as well as all
those fascinated by the egypt of the pharaohs i ve read many books on ancient
egypt but i ve never felt closer to its people the sunday times
The Curse of King Tut 2007 shortly after the ancient tomb of egypt s king
tutankhamun was opened in 1922 the english lord who had financed the
discovery died in subsequent years others connected with the tomb also died
some under mysterious circumstances this title examines the so called curse
of king tut and attempts to answer numerous pivotal questions
The Golden King 2006-05 an illustrated story of tutankhamun by leading
egyptian archaeologist zahi hawass that reveals details of the boy king s
life and dynasty archival photographs of howard carter s discovery in 1922
and images of artifacts that were buried with the pharaoh
In the Valley of the Kings 2009-05-19 in 1922 the british archaeologist henry
carter opened king tutankhamun s tomb illuminating the glories of an ancient
civilization and while the world celebrated the extraordinary revelation that
gave carter international renown and an indelible place in history by the
time of his death the discovery had nearly destroyed him now in a stunning
feat of narrative nonfiction daniel meyerson has written a thrilling and
evocative account of this remarkable man and his times carter began his
career inauspiciously at the age of seventeen unknown untrained untried he
was hired as a copyist of tomb art by the brash brilliant and boldly unkempt
father of modern archaeology w f petrie carter struck out on his own a few
years later sensing that something amazing lay buried beneath his feet
waiting for him to uncover it but others had the same idea the ancient cities
of egypt were crawling with european adventurers and their wealthy sponsors
each hoping to outdo the others with glittering discoveries even as growing
nationalist resentment against foreigners plundering the country s most
treasured antiquities simmered dangerously in the background not until carter
met up with the risk taking adventure loving occultist lord carnarvon did his
fortunes change there were stark differences in personality and temperament
between the cantankerous carter and his gregarious patron but together they
faced down endless ridicule from the most respected explorers of the day
seven dusty and dispiriting years after their first meeting their dream came
to astonishing life but there would be a price to pay for this partnership
their discovery and the glory and fame it brought both men and the chain of
events that transpired in the wake of their success remains fascinating and
shocking to this day an enthralling story told with unprecedented verve in
the valley of the kings is a tale of mania and greed of fame and lost fortune
of history and its damnations as he did in the linguist and the emperor
daniel meyerson puts his exciting storytelling powers on full display
revealing an almost forgotten time when past and present came crashing
together with the power to change or curse men s lives from the hardcover
edition
The Secrets of Ancient Tombs 2017-12-15 due to a lack of artifacts certain
aspects of ancient life remain mysterious to us luckily many ancient cultures
left behind treasure troves designed to stand the test of time tombs for the
most elite among them this exciting volume reveals how archaeologists
discovered the tombs of king tutankhamen qin shi huang the lord of sipán and
many more through full color photographs maps and text that answers common
questions the book provides a comprehensive look at how these discoveries
provide critical information about the lives art health and religious beliefs
of people who lived thousands of years ago
King Tutankhamun 2008 features distinctive profiles of nearly two hundred
artifacts that represent milestones in carter s ten year excavation of king
tutankhamun s tomb includes 324 illustrations 317 in color including 26



foldouts
Tutankhamun 1976 a series of photographs and text about the discovery ot the
tomb of tutankhamun king of ancient egypt
Howard Carter and the Discovery of the Tomb of Tutankhamun 1991 award winning
and critically acclaimed author candace fleming presents the edge of your
seat true story of the search for tutankhamun s tomb the western public s
belief that the dig was cursed and the battle for ownership of the treasures
within scholastic focus is the premier home of thoroughly researched
beautifully written and thoughtfully designed works of narrative nonfiction
aimed at middle grade and young adult readers these books help readers learn
about the world in which they live and develop their critical thinking skills
so that they may become dynamic citizens who are able to analyze and
understand our past participate in essential discussions about our present
and work to grow and build our future during the reign of the new kingdom of
egypt the boy pharaoh tutankhamun ruled and died tragically young in order to
send him on his way into the afterlife his tomb was filled with every
treasure he would need after death and then it was lost to time buried in the
sands of the valley of the kings his tomb was also said to be cursed
centuries later as egypt mania gripped europe two brits a rich earl with a
habit for gambling and a disreputable determined archeologist worked for
years to rediscover and open tutankhamun s tomb but once it was uncovered
would ancient powers take their revenge for disturbing and even looting the
pharaoh s resting place what else could explain the mysterious illnesses
accidents and deaths that began once it was found
The Curse of the Mummy: Uncovering Tutankhamun's Tomb (Scholastic Focus)
2021-09-07 accompany howard carter on his 1920s expedition to the valley of
the kings and witness the incredible discovery of tutankhamun s tomb as
carter unearths each room in the tomb the fabulous treasures and tutankhamun
s mummy itself we get an amazing insight into the life and beliefs of this
famous boy king and his kingdom fabulous pop ups pull tabs and paper
engineered wizardry throughout give a unique 3d experience as you learn all
about the secrets and treasures of ancient egypt
Tutankhamun's Tomb 2015-08-26 the discovery of the resting place of the great
egyptian pharaoh tutankhamun tut ankh amen in november 1922 by howard carter
and the fifth earl of carnarvon was the greatest archaeological find the
world had ever seen despite its plundering by thieves in antiquity the burial
of the king lay intact with its nest of coffins and funerary shrines
surrounded by a mass of burial equipment arranged in three peripheral
chambers after the long search for the tomb and its initial discovery and
excavation volume 1 after the discovery of the king s resting place and body
volume 2 the third and final volume of howard carter s account sees him reach
the treasury full of the incredible riches that the pharaoh had sort to take
with him to the world beyond and which had seemed lost to time before carter
s historic discovery now available in the bloomsbury revelations series the
book includes over 150 photographs of the treasury and its contents
The Tomb of Tutankhamun: Volume 3 2014-10-23 the tomb of tutankhamun with its
breathtaking treasures remains the most sensational archaeological find of
all time this brilliantly illustrated volume takes the reader through
tutankhamun s tomb room by room in the order that it was discovered and
excavated by howard carter in 1922 dr zahi hawass imbues the text with his
own inimitable flavor imagining how the uncovering and opening of the tomb
must have felt for carter while sandro vannini s extraordinary photographs
reproduce the objects in infinitesimal details with stunning full color
spreads and foldouts throughout the book this sumptuous volume is the
definitive record of tutankhamun s glittering legacy back cover
Tutankhamun 2018 with the discovery of tutankhamun s tomb in 1922 howard
carter took his place in the annals of archaeology as one of the most famous
and successful egyptologists of all time this profusely illustrated volume
uses carter s own words and those of his contemporaries in letters and



diaries augmented by carter s own watercolors and excavation photographs to
tell the story of his thirty year obsession with ancient egypt and his work
in the quest for and unearthing of tutankhamun s tomb
Howard Carter 1993 build your child s reading confidence at home with books
at the right level
Discovering Tutankhamun’s Tomb: Band 15/Emerald (Collins Big Cat) 2020-07-01
uncover the incredible true story of howard carter s world changing discovery
in this fun and informative retelling of the secrets of tutankhamun s tomb
Incredible True Stories (3) – Tutankhamun's Treasure: Discovering the Secret
Tomb of Egypt's Ancient King 2022-04-07 text abridged and adapted from the
tomb of tut ankh amen by howard carter and a c mace 3 vols 1923 1933
Wonderful Things 1976 almost 70 years after the lifting of the lid from the
sarcophagus this book focuses on the monument following a detailed analysis
of the sarcophagus s architecture and decoration this book focuses on
hitherto unrecognized evidence that the box was altered in antiquity in all
likelihood to adapt it to tutankhamun from a previous owner the list of
possible candidates for the original ownership of the box is reviewed with
the balance of the evidence favouring tutankhamun s immediate predecessor his
putative brother smenkhare the text which includes translation of and a
commentary on the inscriptions is illustrated by harry burton s photographs
taken during the clearing of the tomb the author is a specialist in the
history art history and archaeology of the reign of tutankhamun
The Sarcophagus in the Tomb of Tutankhamun 1993 the general understanding of
the life and career of howard carter is dominated by his discovery in 1922 of
the tomb of tutankhamun by this time he had already spent nearly thirty years
in egypt much of it in archaeological activity other than excavation this
book places the great discovery in the context of carter s whole career
describing the clearly defined stages by which a young man of 17 brought to
egypt as a tracer and knowing little beyond how to use a pencil and an artist
s brush became what one great egyptologist called the very best artist was
appointed at the age of 26 the first chief inspector of antiquities in upper
egypt and by good fortune out of disaster became the learned man who assisted
the 5th earl of carnarvon in his theban excavations howard carter s career
before tutankhamun was by no means confined to grubbing in unimportant sites
he was fortunate to be working in egypt in the years when excavation and
other forms of field work especially epigraphy were developing beyond the
amateurism and informal buccaneering of earlier times his natural talents as
artist observer and practical man with his rare sympathy and understanding of
the egyptians who lived and worked in the prime excavation sites made him
well suited to the uncertain conditions and unpredictable results of
archaeological activities of modest origin and by nature a solitary man he
was drawn to the grand life of those who made egyptology a rich man s pastime
in the early years of the twentieth century of irascible and stubborn temper
he often alienated his supporters and threatened his own downfall he was not
an easy man to be involved with in this study of a complexcharacter who
ultimately achieved supreme archaeological triumph much use has been made of
a wide range of documentary sources including some never previously exploited
so as to place howard carter in the social and political milieux of egypt at
a period of great change
Howard Carter 1992
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